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A change to 120 hours to sit for the CPA examination while maintaining a 150 hour 

requirement for certification is not in the public interest for the following reasons: 

1.  The basic purpose of the change from 120 hours to 150 hours was the determination of 

a need for additional education in order for CPAs to fulfill the function of serving the 

public.  Your paper discusses the development of the reasons for the change.  The 

problem is allowing candidates to sit for the CPA examination with only 120 hours 

means that accounting and business hours will occur during the first 120 hours of 

education, leaving little time to include courses that would broaden knowledge and 

enhance communication and interpersonal skills.  Thus, any learning from the additional 

hours in complimentary subjects therefore will occur after all accounting and business 

hours have been taken, thus precluding candidates from integrating this knowledge and 

skill set into accounting and business courses. 

2.  The change to 120 hours means that students who stop their formal education with 

120 hours, take the CPA examination, and become employed will have no incentive to 
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take the additional hours in the higher level skills and breadth of education intended to 

create the “well rounded professional” that was the basis for the 150 hour educational 

requirement. 

3.  The change to 120 hours means that students who remain in formal educational 

environments to complete the 150 hour requirement will have their attention diverted 

from obtaining the higher level skills and breadth of education during the remaining time 

on campus since their attention and focus will likely be on getting through the CPA 

examination, rather than on obtaining the higher level skills and breadth of education.  

All of these issues mean that the public will not be served by CPAs with the necessary 

increase in education that was intended in the movement to 150 hours.  Clearly, some 

students will get the education intended.  Clearly, also, some students can take hours that 

do not meet the intended increase in skills and breadth of education that was intended by 

the 150 hour requirement since the current rules do not add specifically to the types of 

courses that are acceptable in moving to 150 hours. 

The question is not however whether some will get the education intended but whether 

the regulatory environment provides that all new certified public accountants will have an 

incentive to meet the increase in skills and breadth of education, including integration of 

skills and breadth of education in higher level accounting courses, that was intended in 

the change to a 150 hour educational environment. 

The Ohio Center for Professional Accountancy (“OCPA”) notes that one of the problems 

with the current requirements for 150 hours to allow candidates to sit for the CPA 

examination is that there are no standards for educational requirements in the additional 

30 hours which were required for certification added by the change from 120 hours to 

150 hours.  The OCPA understands that any requirement must allow for flexibility within 

educational programs which, if not apparent before, became clear in the recently 

proposed changes to the Uniform Accountancy Act Model Rules 5.1 and 5.2.  However, 

the OCPA believes that some requirement within these “additional 30 hours” could be an 

incentive to meet the intended “well rounded professional” which motivated the change.  
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To provide flexibility in curricula and to further meet the need for protection of the public 

interest, the OCPA believes that adding a requirement that 20% of the last thirty hours 

must be in accounting courses would be appropriate.  This would allow flexibility in 

program while having courses which allow the integration of skills and breadth of 

education in higher level accounting courses.  This change in requirement for the 150 

hours would also provide flexibility so that candidates would have the opportunity to take 

higher level economics and finance courses either prior to or simultaneously with the 

accounting courses. 

For all of the above reasons, the Ohio Center for Professional Accountancy believes that 

the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy and state boards of accountancy 

should oppose any further movement to allow candidates the CPA Examination with only 

120 hours and should also actively engage in furthering a movement to require that the 

150 hour educational requirement be met prior to being qualified to take the CPA 

examination. 

 
     Sincerely, 
 
     Electronic signature since sent by e-mail 
 
     Ray G. Stephens 
     Professor and Director 
     Ohio Center for Professional Accountancy 
 
James E. Daley Professor Connie Esmond-Kiger, Associate Professor E. Ann Gabriel, 
and Executive-in-Residence Mont C. Hollingsworth participated in this response. 


